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Combine with the
TX-SMART driver app

TX-GO
Always connected to your fleet

TX-SMART for TX-GO combines the TX-SMART driver app with
the TX-GO on-board computer in one van or truck. TX-SMART
is a driver app running on an Android device. Thanks to their
specific characteristics, both devices capture different types of
information that perfectly complement each other. TX-SMART
supports driver communication and daily out-of-cabin activities;
TX-GO is in charge of the transfer of corporate-secure vehicle
(peripheral) data. Both info flows are smartly integrated into one
TX-CONNECT back office view.

Driver app fit for ruggedised PDAs
or smartphones

Communication between driver
and home base

Support of out-of-cabin activities

INTERESTED IN A FULL OBC SOLUTION?
TX-SKY is our fixed mounted on-board computer with intuitive
driver interface. More information on www.transics.com

TRANSICS INTERNATIONAL BVBA
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What is TX-GO?

How to use TX-GO?

TX-GO is a truck-independent on-board computer without display designed for installation behind the dashboard. It is connected to the

The integration of TX-GO with TX-CONNECT results in value-adding back office capabilities: next to position, kilometre and real-time

truck’s digital tachograph, allowing real-time tacho activity follow-up, (automated) activity management and remote download of mass

tacho activity status tracking, TX-GO enables remote mass memory and driver card download and permanent driving style monitoring.

memory and driver cards. TX-GO is (optionally) connected to the CAN bus allowing fuel management, (trend) reporting and driver scoring. Integrated within the powerful TX-CONNECT back office platform, TX-GO is a secured gateway of fleet data and enables real-time
fleet follow-up.
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Why use TX-GO?
TX-GO is a perfect on-board computer for companies that want to do more than only pinpoint their trucks and reconstruct routes, yet
do not really require personal interaction with their drivers.

Low-entry OBC solution

Easy installation, remote
configuration and support

Consistent and constant
communication flow of
company-critical data

24/7 use in industrial
environments

Integration with TX-CONNECT
platform

